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INTRODUCTION
The Berkeley 300 Mev synchrotron was constructed under the direction
of Professor Eo Mo McMillano
June 9 1947o

The author was assigned to the project in

The problem was to develop, test, and have ready for operation

a complete radiofrequency acceleration system which could be used with a fused
silica 8 or quartz vacuum chambero
Co So Nunan 8 Jo Vo Franck, Jack Peterson and the author were assigned
to work on the various aspects of the problem under the direction of Professor Ao Carl Helmholz.

The successful solution of all the problems in-

volved in the radiofrequency system was the result of much effort and cooperation by all members of the groupo

This paper discusses mainly the phases

of the work for which the author had the most responsibility: calculations .of

Q8 losses» and frequency swinging; preparation and electroplating of the quartz
resonators; Q measurements and testing of the vacuum sealso
The work was performed under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commissiono

PART Ie
Chapter lo

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND CALCULATIONS
Description of the Synchrotrono

The synchrotron is a device for accelerating electrons to high energies
in a circular orbito

The principle of accelerating electrons in a changing

magnetic field by means of an electric field was proposed independently and
at about the same time by Eo M, McMillan(l) and V, So Vecksler( 2 ) as a means
of obtaining high electron energies without the limitations inherent in the
type of elec;tron accelerator then in existence» the betatrono
A complete theoretical discussion of such effects as stability, oscillations 9 and damping 9 which occur in the acceleration of electrons by the
synchrotron. has been given by Bohm and Foldyo ( 3 )

Briefly 9 synchronous "ac-

celerationill can take place in an orbit of almost constant radius when the
velocity of the electron becomes nearly that of lighto

The period of revo-

luticn is the circumference of the orbit divided by the velocity of light
and it is this value which determined the frequency of the accelerating
voltage to be applied to the gap in the electron orbito

The stability

condi:t::o:us cf the synchrotron. indicate that the electron will gain
energy from this acoelerating field when the magnetic field is increased 9
and lose energy to it if the magnetic field is decreasedo

It was shown in

reference (3) that the mean angular velocity of the electrons can remain
constantD and small differences between the electron velocity and the velo=
city of light result in a small decrease in the radius of the orbito

The

percent of final orbit radius as a function of energy is shown for several
values (assuming infinite energy is 100 percent)o

-7-

TABLE I
-----···---------------------Energy
Percent of Final Radius
0.,10 Mev
0.,50
1.,0
2.,0

50 0

10.,0
100
300

%

55
86
94
98
99.,6
99.,9
99.,998
99.,999

The cost of an a.,c., magnet is roughly proportional ~o the product of
the magnetic field strength squared and the volume of the air gap, therefore
it is desirable to have the space in which the maximum field h
as small as pos::d ble.,

established

It is difficult to inject at energies above 100,000

volts due to arcing across insulators.,

Therefore, in order to avoid a large

shift in the orbit radius, it is desirable to use other means than synchrotron
acceleration until the electron energy is such that the mean orbit will shift
only a few percent.,
In the Berkeley synchrotron this preliminary acceleration is obtained by
betatron type operation until the energy of the electrons reach 2 Mev.,
tron operation is accomplished by flux-bars
netic flux through the electron orbit.,

which~nt

Beta-

a portion of the mag-

This flux causes an accelerating vol-

tage around the orbit which by Faraday's Law is:
(1)

where· ..

v

= volts:

~

= gauf!s/second

s

= area

in cm2

In the case of the Berkeley synchrotron, this voltage is equal to about
500 volts.,

When the electron energy reaches about 2 Mev, the f1 ux- bars

saturate and accordingly

B through

the orbit becomes small and no longer

contributes appreciably to the electron acceleration.
The expression relating energy 8 magnetic tieid, and orbit radius for an
electron traveling at a relativistic velocity is:

Bp =
where

100 E
3

(2)

B ... magnetic field 'intensity in gauss
/) = orbit radius in meters

E

= energy

of electron in Mev

The nominal design :f'igure for beginning o:f' saturation of iron is 10 1 000
gauss.,

Substituting in (2), one can establish the relationship between orbit

radius and maximum energy:
(3)

E = 300p

The rest energy of the meson at one time was presumed to be about 100
'Mev, and it was believed that nuclear reactions involVing mesons could be
studied if electrons were accelerated to an energy more than twice this
value.

Therefore when synchrotron designs were considered in several places

in this country and in England., it was desi. red
tainable be of the order of' 300 Mev.,

that the maximum energy ob-

The Berkeley synchrotron was therefore

designed with an orbit radius of 1 meter •
.....

This ch~ice of radius meant that the £requency of the accelerating voltage should be: ,
£requency

of' light
= velocity
=
circumference

3 X 108

2n

= 4.7

•

megacycles per second

In the Berkeley synchrotron 6 the magnetic field is excited by a charge
*This high £requency voltage is referred to as radjofrequency, and the
abbreviation r.,£. will be used throughout this paper.

(4)

which is stored on a large rc:ondenser bankll and then by means of ignitron
11

switchw tubea:ll discharged through the coils of the magnet.,

The resulting

magnetic field (neglecting the effect of the f'lux=bars) can be expressed:

B."'

lkax

sin 2n (30t)

(5)

B "" magnetic: field fn gauss

where

t

~

time in seconds

The fundamental frequency of the magnetic field is thus 30 cycles per
second.,*

In order that heating in the coils and the iron laminations might

be red:ucedn the large igni tron

11

switch 11 tubes allow a complete cycle to take

place a maximum of six times per second.,
The electron energy as a function of timeD assuming a Bmax of 10»000
gauss and a radius of one meter D can be determined by substi"i:;uting (2) in

E "" 300 sin 2r.r (36t.)

Where

E

~

(6)

energy in Mev

Differentiating ( 6) D the rate of change of energy is g

E '"'

300

X

60ft cos 2r.r (3Ct)

(7)

The energy gain per turn can be obtained by dividing (7) by the number

of turns per secondv or frequencyg
. V "" 300

,,

X

o0if

COS

2tr (3ot)

(8)

47.,7 X 106

Multi plying ( 8) by 10

6

V in units of a million volts
to obtain vo 1ts per turn g

v "" 1180 cos 60nt

(9)

*original design specil~cations called for the fundrunental frequency to be
60 cycles per secondo Operation at this frequency would increase betatro~
acceleration voltage 0 r~fo voltage necessary» and eddy currents .. It would also
decrease the length of time for acceleration of the electrons to 300 Mevo
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Thus the maximum accelerating voltage is needed at the initial stage of
acceleration and is equal to 1180 volts.

A convenient way of obtaining this

volt age at 47.7 megacycles per second is by exciting a quarter wave coaxial
transm.issi on line resonator with the accelerating voltage established across
a gap at the open end of the line.

Due to voltages induced by the changing

magnetic field (Equation (1) ) the metal used in the construction of a resonator must be very thin and arranged so there will be a minimum of flux linkages
in order that the effects from eddy currents will be small.

It is usually

necessary to make synchrotron resonators with thin strips of metal running·
parallel to the flow of rofo current.
Chapter 2.,

Types of Resonators.

The magnet of the Berkeley synchrotron has ·an air gap which has a nominal
height of 3 3/4 inches.
about 6 1/2 inches.

The effective magnetic field extends over a width of

In the original design, rings Which were the mechanical

supports for the pole tips. of the magnet were constructed from layers of glass
cloth impregnated with pennafill, a resin plastic, and these rings together
with the pole tips of the magnet formed the walls of a toroidal vacuum ch~
ber whose cross section dimensions were about four inches high by eight inches
wide.,

Helmholz, Peterson, and Franck( 4 ) designed and constructed an accelera-

ting system consisting of five coaxial transmission lines terminated in common
by a long coaxial condenser.

Acceleration of the electronswas to take place

on their entering the condenser followed by a period of drift time to allow
the r.f. field to change polarity after which acceleration again took place
upon their leaving the condenser.

Because of the porosity of the plastic

walls of the chamber it was impossible to obtain a sufficiently good vacuum
to allow electron accelerations and the system had to be set aside shortly
after many mechanical and electrical difficulties had been overcome.

After the original vacuum chamber was abandoned. it was decided to construct a vacuum chamber or donut from fused silica or quartz tubing$

The

choice of material was dictated s:>mewhat by manufacturing convenience.

It

was thought possible that the donut might be constructed from glass; however$
no facilities were avai. lable on the west coast for molding and blowing the
large irregular shapes necessary and long delivery time resulting from a backlpg of post war orders made it impossible to accept bids from the large eastern
finns such as Corning glass works ..
Ceramic materials were considered as a possibility for the donut, but
shrinkage as a result of firing is likely to crack a large asymmetric piece,
so that it would have been necessary to make the donut from a large number of
very short sections which would have necessitated many vacuum seals.
The Amersill Company agreed to manufacture the vacuum chamber from fused
quartz..

Fused quartz is a very hard brittle substance with excellent elec-

trical properties ..
The most desirable shape from the standpoint of ease <?f manufacture and
utilization of space between the pole pieces or the magnet was a toroid with
an approximately elliptical cross sectiono

The vertic& and horizontal aper-

ture of the vacuum chamber are dimensions of utmost importance.

The electrons

must make many revolutions before reaching the final energy and residual gas
remaining in the

chamber~

in spite of' continuous pumping by oi 1 diffusion

can cause loss of electrons due to scattering to the wallso

pumps~

Any increase in

wall thickness necessary for mechanical strength to resist the forces due to
atmospheric pressure results in a corresponding decrease in
consequent increased loss of electrons..

~perture

Lloyd Smith of the Radiation

and
Labor~

tory staff' has derived an expressi. on for theoretical loss of electrons in a
synchrotron due to scattering which is in simplified fonn2

Fraction remaining

where

(10)

r "" o:t"bi t radius in meters
P

®

p~essure

in millineters of mercury

n "" YN:l.gnetic field pa.rameter

6E ""' energy gain per tUJrn in electron volts
E.r, ,.,. injt;;1ction e:neLfgy in electron vel ts

a "" vertical aperture in inches"
The magnetic field paJrameter

n

is given by the expres&i on&

H "" H ( JC'o,)n

(11)

o r

H

where

~magnetic

field strength at radius r

H

"" magnetic i'ield strength at orbit

r0

""

0

r

~

orbit radius

distem.ce to center of orbit

In the case of the Bel"keley synchrotron the design value of n is

2/3,

and as stated before the radius is one meter 9 and the energy gain per turn is
500

volt~o

As a basis for'

de~ign

specifications it was assumed that the maxi-

mum injection voltage would be 70[)000 volts and the lowest pressure obtainable
in the vacuum chamber would be 10=4 mm. of Hgo· Given these conditions one can
rewrite (10)

(12)
Table II is a tabulation of yields expected with various wall thicknesses»
w.i. th the maximum theoretical yield assumed to be 100 percent for the con=

dition Where all the space between the pole pieces is utilized 0

TABLE II
Vertical Aperture
3 75 inches
0

Wall Thickness
0 0 0 inches
1/8

%Yield
lOo%

3 0 50
3 0 25

1/4

85
70

3.00
2.,75

3/8
1/2

39

54

Later experience with synchrotron operation showed that the aswmptions
regardi~g

maximum obtainable injection voltage and minimum pressure were

too conservative" so that the effects due to aperture reduction were negligible.

However, on the basis of the early

assumptions~

it was decided to

specify the wall thickness of the quartz sections to be 5/16 of an inch.
The first operating synchrotron was converted from a betatron by Goward
and Barnes in England( 5 ) and utilized a coaxial resonator completely external
to the vacuum chamber for the r.,f., accelerating electrode..

This quarter-wave

resonator was air-spaced 9 consequently it occupied 90° of an arc around the
vacuum chamber.

This type of resonator uses valuable space between the pole

tips of the magnet, and; due to its lengi;h and curvature 8 may be somevvhat
difficult to assemble.
Goward et al.(B) have operated a synchrotron using a resonator made from
a ceramic 8 Faradex, which has a dielectric constant of about 80.

This resona-

tor was small, its length was 90°/fe, or about 10° of arc, and it could be inserted or removed from the vacuum chamber through a port..

This type of resona-

tor has certain advantages$ however 6 it reduces the aperture of the vacuum
chamber and special arrangements must be made if cooling of the resonator
is necessary.,
These two types of resonators are convenient 6 especially where it is

desired to increase the energy of an existing betatron by additional synchrotron accelerationo

In the case of large synchrotrons with a relatively small

space between the pole pieces of the magnet it is advisable to design the
accelerating electrode as an integral part of the vacuum chrunberD thus obtaining
an aperture of maximum sizeo
The vacuum ·chamber of the Berkeley synchrotron was to be over six feet in
diameter 8 and a complete ring would be difficult to manufacture and clumsy to
handle9 therefore it was decided to make the vacuum chamber in several sections 1
one of which would be a quarter wave resonator,
Chapter ·3 9

Method of Construction"

Various methods have been suggested for constructing synchrotron resonators from sections of a cerrunic or glass vacuum chamber,

Metallic coatings

have been appiied by such methods as gluing copper strips to the chamber,
firing on metallic coatings 0 and electroplating on a conducting baseo

It was

thought that the most satisfactory results from the standpoint of conductivity
and mechanical stability would be achieved by electroplating a section of the
vacuum chamber"
It is generally considered desirable to electroplate materials used for
high frequency to a thickness of two or three skin depths in order that the
material will be in effect a conductor of infinite thickness,

Since the res-

nator must be used in an alternating magnetic field it is desired

that the

thickness of' the plate be kept to a minimum to reduce eddy currents"

The

'

face resistivity of a thin coating of metal. at r~gh frequencies* isg
d
R ""R
s

si.nh

2.0
d

~ sin

2-od
d

cosh 28- cos 2&
*Ramo and Whinnelt'J' » Fields an.d Waves in Modern Ra.dio" Po 219 o

(13)

sur~

~15-

where

R = surface resistivity of metal (ohms "per square")
Rs =·surface resisitivity for conductor infinitely thick
d

= thickness

C= "skin

of plating

depth" in conductor in same units as d.

(The distance

at which the value of the current density is 1/~ the value
at the surface in a conductor of infinite thickness.)
Figure 1 is a plot of the function

R/R s

versus d/8.

It can be seen from Figure i that losses increase very rapidly in areas
that might have less than 1/2 skin depth of plating.

It is only of theoretical

interest that a layer of metal 1.6 skin depths bounded by a non-conductor
would have about 8 percent better conductivity than metal of infinite thickness. since it is not possible to hold close tolerances on plating of metal
for use at high frequencies.
The skin depth for common conductors is:
Silver:

2.63
(5 =
vfrequency

Copper:

8

(14)

2.73

"" vrrequency

8

in inches

frequency in cycles per second
At the operating frequency of 47.7 megacycles per second the skin
depth would be about 0.0004 inch.

To allow for possible variations in the

thickness of the plating it was decided to plate the resonator to a nominal
thickness of 0.003 inch, giving a conductivity essentially equivalent to that
of an infinite thickness of metal o
Design specifications for the vacuum chamber or donut
made of eight 45 degree quartz sections.

cal~d

for a ring

The dielectric constant of quartz

-16-

VARIATION OF PLATING RESISTANCE
AT RADIO FREQUENCIES AS A FUNCTION
OF ·PLATING THICKNESS.

00~~~--~------~------~~------~----~~~----~~~

0.5

1.0

THICKNESS.

1.5

OF

CONDUCTOR

FIG. I

2.0

IN

2.5

SKIN

DEPTHS

MU 315

3.0

is about

49 so it was decided that investigations 'be started to <ietennine

if one of the sections could be ut:il:i.zed as a qua.rter wave resonator.,

A

comparison of fused quartz with other ma.tedals indicated that dielectric
losses would be Sn.a.il.,

Table III is a list of· the dielectric constants and

loss factors of materials used at radio frequencies.,

These values are iikely

to change with frequency and. it is advisable to check carefUlly the material
und.er consideration f'or any application.,
...

.

The thermal

.•

.

coeffic~ent

degree centigrade.,

.-

.

'

.

. .. =7

of expansion of quartz is about 5 x 10

per

Since the frequency is proportional to the length of the

resonator 9 it might be expected that a 47 mega.cycie reoonator woU.id shirt
......

.,

.

•

0

.

frequency only about 25 kilocycles f'or a 100 C rise in temperatureg a
gible amount.,

A glass

.

negli~

resonator might be expected to shift frequency up to

twenty times this amount.,
The Am.ersill Compan;y of' New Jersey contracted to deliver the necessary
quartz sections for the donut.,

Before the shipment of the sections arrivedg

the Amersi.ll Company was able to supply a sample section of quartz with a mean
length of about 20 :inches and a wall thickness of about 5/16 inch.,

Preliminary

resonator studies were begun on this sample at the same time the author was
assi g;ned

to the synchrotron proJeGt.,

Chapter 4.,

Resonator Q_.,

The exact solution of the fields

that

exist in

a section

an eiliptical cross section would be extremely diff'icul t.,

of a toroid with

It is necessary to

make certain simplifying assumptionsg first that the section is straight instead of curved.., and second.~~ that the cross section is circular instead of
elliptical,? with the inner and OJ.rlar circum'i"erence and the wall thickness remainlng the same.,

-18TABLE Iti*

Material

Fused

Power Factor
(Loss Tangent)
(e/e")
-

Dielectric
Constant

Loss Factor
(e")

4.,2

0.,0003

0.,0012

Pyrex glass

4.,5

0.,002

0.,009

·steatite

6o0

0.0012

o.oo7

Polystyrene

2.,5

0.,0002

0.0005

141 to 90

0.,0002 to 0.005

quartz

Titanium dioxides

* Values

observed at 1 megacycle

.frequenCies.,

and would be somewhat higher at higher

These values obtained from ''Special Ceramic Materials"

published by the Generai Ceramics
New Jersey.

and

Steatite Corporation, Keasbey,

At certain times of the r.,fo cycle the energy stored in the resonator
is all stored in the inductanceo

This occurs when the voltage at the gap is

zero and the current at the short circuit end is a maximum 0 I a .,
mx

At

this

time the current distribution through the resonator as a function of the distance from the short circuit end isg
X

where

X :::

t

(15)

distance from short circuit

= length

end

of resonator

The stored energy (~LI2) is theng

Ws

1

""' 1/2

~

.(

tr

L Imax cos

x)2

2 ~

d:x:

(16)

0

···-

where

L "" inductance per unit length

The average power lost in a unit length of the resonator plating is equivalent
to I 2

:rms

x R* where R is the resistance per unit length of resonator# or more

specifically the resistance of' a unit iength of inner conductor plus the
resistance of a unit iength of outer conductor at the frequency under consideration.,
The relationship between Irms and Imax at the short circuit end :i.sg
I

~

rms

(17)

The awrage power iost in the resonator plating is theng
,.,

!

0

*

l

R

(!max
-

f2'

n x)2 dx
.
cos-2 ~

rms is used as the abbreviation of root mean squareo

(18)

It is convenient to consider separately the losses in plating,~~ and the dielectric losseso

One can assign a performance factor or Q to each of these

·""

· losses w.i th Qeu being the Q of a copper plated resonator with a lossless dielecitric8 and

Q;:r being the Qo:f' a resonator With no losses in the conducting

In iin actual reoo nator it is not possible to measure either quantity

surfaces a

by itsel£'3 however v the two are related to the totai Q by the expression~

(19)
The definition of Q is&
Q .., w x enell"gy stored in circuit

(20)

average power loss
The coppe:&- Q can then be written&

1T

x)2

cos-2 2-

i~ (Imfz
o

R

ax cos

nx)
21

dx

2

(21)

In the case of a coaxial resonator the inductance and resistance per unit
length are a function of geometry a and»

if the walis are of constant thick-

ness they do not var,y with x 8 and therefore Land R can be taken outside the
integralso

The expression for the copper Q becomesg

(22)
where

w

~

2n x .frequency .

L ,., inductance per unit length
R

=

resistan~e.per

unit length.,

The dielecrtrio 'Q. can be determined by assuming the resonator has per•
featly conducting wa!is.,

At a ti.me when ·the current is zero at all places

i.n the remnator 8 the voltag~ at the gap is a maximum» Vmaxo

The voltage

dist;dbu.tion th;roough the !"esonator as a function of' the distance from the gap
end :l s then g
V

where

x

~

e

V
max

'll' X
COS--

(23)

2!

distance from gap end

1 .. length

of resonator

T:b.e stored. energy :ts given in general by

1
w ,._
s

I

t

{cv-2

c (vmax cos..!!2 ~)
t

2

and for the case of' the coaxial

(24)

dx

0

The dielectr·icJ losses in a coaxial res.::> nator are in the nature of shunting
our.~euts ~1ich

are in phase with the voltageo

V :x: We~'9 where el!\i is the losB factor and

(..J

These currents are equal to
is 2'!1' times the frequencyo

The powe:r dissipated due to the in~phase currents is V x !
the avezoage power dissipated./) V should be the r:ms

8

or v2 <..v e" o

For

and taking this into ac-

count 8 the average power dissipated in the dielectric isg

(25)

Combining (24) and (25) 9 taking the constant terms outside the integrals 6
and cancelli:ngg

=

where

e

~

1
loss tangent

(26)

dielectric constant

The effect of geometry of the resonator can be more clearly demonstrated
by

w~iting

L for coaxial transmission lineso

L ""'i-Ll L (b/a)
2n
n
.
where

L

= \11 c~
2n

a

-

:t2 + t3
2a2
3a3

t4
---

( 27)

= henries/meter

b = outside radius

R

a

= inside

t

~

radius

wall thickness of resonator

=b

- a

is equal tog

c~ +~)

R = Rs

2n

where

a

(::a )

b

R = ohms per unit length
Rs

= surface

a

= inside

b

= outside

resistivity of plating in ohms

radius
radius

The reciprocal of R can be written in a series for.m:

(a

,.
2n
t
t2
t3
t4
1/R'"'-- -+-=-+--2---"3+•
·
Rs . 2 4
Sa
16a
32a
t ,... b

=

(29)

a =wall thickness.

By multiplying series (27) and (29) and

w 16

the copper Q for a resonator

of wall thickness t can be writteng

.. )

(30)

Using the values for copper and silver of surface resis,ti vi ty:
Rs

.
(copper)

Rs

.
(silver)

7

=2

0

6lx 10-

=2

0

52 x 10= 7

'Trequency
V'
./frequency
v

frequency in cycles per second
Rs in ohms (per square)

(31)

Converting from meters to inches the expressions for 0

~opper

a thin

w~led

where

and

~

silver

of

resonator are

Q_copper

=- 0 384 (f t(l

Qsilver

=0

0

0

394

rr

-~)

t(l - ~)

(32)

~,;. t2/6a2

= wall

t

thickness in inches

a ==effective inner.· radius(circumference/2rr)

= frequency

f
The term

~

in cycles per second

is negligible for most resonators where the wall thickness must be

kept to a minimum 9 so it is possible to say that for a given frequency the

~

of a resonator is proportional to the wall thickness if dielectric losses are
n.eglectedo
It seemed that a resonator for 47 0 7 megacycles with a wall thickness of
5/16 inch would have such a low Q that when &1 factors were taken into account 1
operation might have been unsatisfactory.

Therefore it was decided to increase

the wall thickness of t!1e resonator section to 7/16 inch and risk the possible
additional loss of electrons due to the reduced aperture.

By using the value

forthe loss tangent of quartz from Table III, it is possible to make a comparison of quartz resonators under consideration.

Table IV is a list of the

theoretical Q_Us and some of the Q's observed experimentally.

The experimental

Q's were much lower than theory would predict, and the factors contributing
to the additional losses are discus sed later in this paper.
TABLE IV
Copper Q
Sample section
resonant at 80 me
wall thickness 5/16"

Dielectric Q

Total Q

1080

2'500

755

Resonator - 5/16vv wall

830

2500

630

7/16n wall

1160

2500

790

Resonator

=

Experiment& Q
450-650
(not tested)
225-550
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Chapter 5 9

Voltage and Power Requirementso

As stated. in the introduction, 1160 volts is the minimum voltage that
must be supplied to the gap in the resonator in order that the electrons can
be acceleratedo
Experience with the General Electric Company 70 Mev synchrotron(6) indicated that maximum output was obtained. when the accelerating voltage was about
..

'

twice the minimum value 0

It was believed that a satisfactory design voltage

•
for the Berkeley synchrotron would be 5,000 peak volts at the gap, this voltage
being sufficient even if it was decided to operate the magnet at a fundamentaL
frequency of 60 instead of 30 cycles per second.
The characteristic impedance of the quartz resonator considered as a
transmission line is a function of geometry and the dielectric constant:
b
z0 = .QQ.
\[;e ln-a =

60 ( t

t2

Ve -;: -. 2a2

.t3
+-- • . o
3a3

0

(33)

60 t
= - for a thin walled resonator
fea

where

e

= dielectric

a

= effective

constant
~nner

= 4 o0

for quartz

radius

b = effective outer radius
t

= wall

thickness

In the case of the 47 0 7 me resonator with 7/16 inch walls, the effective
inner radius is 2.1 inches.
6.2 ohms.

The characteristic impedance by (33) is then

The input admittance at the open end of a quarter wave resonator

is g;i ven by&
(34)
The average power lost at resonance is given by:

__

2
, v.max
2

X

Y.

(35)

~

By combining the previous equations we find that the power fost in a thin
walled resonator isg

..

·•

(36)
where wave

~

power in watts

e - dielectric cor..a;ta.nt

a ""' effec:ti ve inner :r·adi us in inches
t "" wall thickness in inches

Vmax

m

maximum voltage at gap

f "" frequency

m cycles

per second

The above is a theoretical expression which would apply to most synchrotron
resonatorso

In actual practice there are many factors which cause this loss

to be larger than the t:1eoretical vel ue and therefo :re a larger amount of r .. f ..
power is required from the osoillator 9 and greater cooling is necessaryo

The

first ter.~ inside the brackets in (36) represents the losses in the plating of
the resonator 9 While the losses in the dielectric are proportional to the
second termo

Perhaps the most important factor is the wall thickness since

it appears as the square in the plating loss» and also appears in the dielectric losso
For the Berkeley synchrotron resonator the theoretical losses at 5 1 000
volts at the gap are 1 9 350 watts in the plating and 660 watts in the dielectrio., or a total of about 2 kilowattso

Later tests with the resonator incli-

oated that the actual energy to be dissipated would amount to about three
tim>9s this value if the resonator were

FlAil

c;ontinuously o

Since the accele-

ration can take place only during the initial rise of the magnetic field, or

one quarter of the magnet cycle 0 and since the pulse rate of the magnet is 6
times per se~ond 0 the duty cycle is one in 20 0 and average power dissipated is
reduced by this factoro
The factors which may account for the large increase in losses over the
theoretical minimum are discussed· latero
Chapter 6

0

Feed Problemso

Feeding power into the quarter-wave resonator can be accomplished in
several

ways~

The General .Electric Company( a) was able to couple inductively

sufficient power into a resonator at 163 megacycles per second to obtain 1000
volts across the accelerating gapo

Jack Peterson of the Radiation Laboratory

Staff in an unpublished report mentions some preliminary experiments with
both inductive and capacitive coupling to resonators and some of the difficulties that were experiencedo

Both methods increase in difficulty with

lower frequency and higher vol tagez· inductive coupling is subject to moding
difficulties 0 and capacitive coupling requires a large capacity to the plating
on the inner surface of the resonator in order that high voltages will not
appear across the coupling capacityo
of shifting the frequencyo

Both methods increase the difficulty

These two methods have the advantage that it is

not necessary to bring metallic conductors through the vacuum chamber wall at
the feed pointo
Since the design specifications of the Berkeley synchrotron called for
5000 volts at the gap and a frequency of 47o7 megacycles 9 it was thought advisable to couple a coaxial transmission line from the oscillator directly

to the plating on the inner and outer surfaces of the resonator rather than
try to overcome the difficulties

ir.L~erent

in other methods of couplingo

Design

of the coupling device is simplifif:d if it is not necessary that the insulating
surfaces between inner and outer conductor be able to stand the total voltage
at the gapo

If the transmission line fl'om the oscillator is ooupled into a

resonator of length fa distance x from the gap.., the voltage at the feed point
for.- e. given gap volt age is g
V ~ Vgap cos

nx

2t

(37)

Therefore it was decided to couple in at the 1/2 voltage pointj) or where·
x ~ ~

t..

Provision was made for bringing a portion of the plating on the

inner surfaee of the resonator out through a hole in the tlfeed bump.,"

The

resulting hole was closed and a vacuum seal made by soldering in a metallized
quartz phtgo
Chapter 7.,

Frequency Swinging.,

TI1ere are a sufficient number of variables in the operation of a synchrot":-o;a, so that it is not possible to say in advance what the most satisfactory
eleetron orbit will be from an operating standpoint..

Therefore it is necessary

to provide e. means of changing slightly the radio frequency in order that the
electron orbit will be shifted as discussed in the

introdu~tion 0

This could

be done by adding capacity at the feed point9 however it was desireb le to
keep metallic parts in the immediate vicinity of the magnet to a minimum ..
Therefore the frequency shifting device and the r .. fo oscillator had to be
placed some distance from the resonator..
lator to the resonator
length long..

wi. th

It was possible to couple the oscil-

a transmission line approximately a half

wave~

To avoid the necessity of having sliding sections in the line it

was decided to shift the frequency by means of a variable condenser at the
oscillator ..
The oscillator had been used for trials of the early type of r .. f .. system
mentioned :tn the introduction, and it was necessary to make rome modifications
to the oscillator 0 an.d design a transmission line which when coupled to the
resonator would provide a load of the proper impedaJ. ce for the oscillator ..

The admittance at a coupling point on the resonator a distance x from
YLoad = A + jBF(

the gap can be expressed.:
wave-length or frequency..

A) ~

where F( 1\

)

is a function of

It can be shown that for the resonant frequency, and

frequencies a few percent different from the resonant frequency:
A

Y. gap

..,-=l._ _

yo
(38)

B = ---::--

cos2 ~x

F(;\) "' + tan 906°
'Where

~

= input admittance at resonance at the gap
= propagation constant = 2n/wave-length in

x

= distance

Y.l. gap

0

6 = small

quartz

to accelera.ting gap .

= characteristic

Y

(Eq. 29)

admittance (Reciprocal of Eq. 28)

frac~ional

frequency shift from resonance

F( 1\ ) is positive for a.a increase in frequency.
Some typical values of A and B can be obtai ned from Equations ( 33) and
(34}. assuming a Q of 450"' and that the line is coupled at the 1/2 voltage
point on the resonator D or -where x
A

B

""

fl'

(cos2 ~x)x 4Q.Z 0
Yo

=

COS

2

~X

= ~ ,£ o

= o .. ooll

mhos
(39)

= 0 .. 65

mhos

The reactive term., jB· tan 906 ° will be transformed to different admittance
unless the coupling line has constant characteristic admittance and is exactly
1/2 wave-length longo
with the frequency

Since the electrical length of the line will change

shift~

some control must be exercised over the impedance
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transformation so that an excessively large tuning capacity will not be required.

The impedance or admittance at the oscillator can be controlled by

making the coupling line from two sections of line each approximately 1/4 wavelength long, with each section of the proper characteristic admittance.

The

choice of characteristic admittance for each section of line can be determined
by analyzing a system consisting of a load and two sections of line as shown
schematically in Figc.. 2.

The lines are quarter-wave lines for the resonant

frequency and have characteristic admittances Yol and Y02 respectively.

I.f

there are no losses in the linep the input admittance for any line of length 1,
cnaracteristic admittance Y0 , and tenninated with a load YL is:
Yi

YL

= Yo

-t

j Y0 tan ~!

Y0 + j YL tan

(40)

M,

If the lines are exactly a quarter wave-length long, ~ ~

= n/2

radians or 90°

and equation (40) becomes:
y 2
0

Y.=~

.

(4_1)

YL

If, however, the frequency is shifted a small fraction 6
6

x 90°

then tan

~

£-

=;

so that ~ ~

= 90°

cot 906 ° , and this value can be used in

Equation (40).
The input admittance looking into the line

Y01 a quarter wave-length

from the load, position II, can then be written:
YL

=A ±

jB tan 906 °
A ± jB tan 906°

Yi(II)

= Yol

y

01

!f

j(A

:!:

+j

Y01 cot 906 °
jB tan 906°) cot 906°

A ± j(B- tan 906° - Y01 cot 906°)
= Yol y + B ; j A cot 906°
01

(42)

±

1
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If reasonably low impedance lines are used to couple to the resonator which is
itself a low impedance line (6o2 ohms), and if the frequency shift is assumed
small, the terms Y01 cot 906° and Y02 cot 906° will be large compared to terms
which may be directly added or subtractedo

Using this approximation. Eq. (41)

becomesg
Yi(II) ""Yol y

01

; B

+

J. A cot690°

(43)

Since Yi(II) is the terminating load for the line Yo2 it is possible to consider the last section of line by substituting (43) in Eq. (40) letting
Yi(II)
Yi

= YLo

= Y02

The input admittance for the complete system is then:

Y01 A = Y02 cot2906 °

+j

cot 906°

Y~1 +.

Y02 (Y 01 +

B)}

(44)

Y02 (Y 01 + B) - Y81 cot 2 90 6° + jA(cot 906 °)(Y - + Y02 )
01

Again using the approximation for small frequency shiftg
yi = y 02

Yoz A cot 6. goo

:1: j

Gal

+ Yo2CYol +

B)}

(45)

Y51 cot 690° :t j A (Y 01 + Y02 )

(46)

If E is the r.f. voltage supplied by the oscillator. E2 multiplied by
the real term in the above expression represents the power delivered to the
resonator.

The power consumption of the resonator is fixed by considerations

given in Eq. (36).,

A tube capable of supplying this power might be designed to

operate at certain voltages. therefore it is necessary to choose the proper
ratio of characteristic admittances or impedances of the two quarter wave sections.

Voltage transforn.ation which occurs can then be written.g

-32Voltage at tube

=k
--=--=-----------Voltage at coupling point

(47)

Once the value of k 8 or the voltage transformation ratio, is decided it
is possible to see what factors affect the size of capacity needed for the requirei frequency shift by substituting in Eq.. ( 46)..

The amount of capacity

which must be added or subtracted at the oscillator end of' the line is then
The term multiplied by A2 will

proportional to the imaginary ter.m of Eq .. (46)..

be small for a resonator of reasonably low losses and can be neglected..

Using

the value of k from Eq. (47) 8 the susceptance which must be balanced out by a
condenser in order to shift the frequency an amount 6 is:

Y.(.
.
)
J. J.magJ.nary

=±

The three terms in the

j tan 90°

pa~entheses,

x6 (Y02 + Y02
K
Y02 ,

Yo2
!C•

.~)
K2

(48)

B

K , can be thought of as the
2
contribution to the susceptance caused by the section of line nearest the
oscillator, the section nearest the resonator, and the resonator itself
respectively, when the frequency is Shifted from the designed resonant frequency.
The value of B from Eq .. (38) was .. 65 mhos.

If the lines haV'e a charac-

teristic impedance greater than 10 ohms, almost all the susceptance Which
appears when the frequency shifts is due to the resonator ..
Some typical values for tuning condenser and coupling lines might be:
Assume voltage transformation (increase)
Assume frequency shift desired
4 megacycles
6 =
47 .. 7 megacycles
tan 906° = tan 7.. 6°

=

4

= k
= 4 megacycles
= 0.084

= .133

Assume

z02

= 50

z

Zo2
2

= 2',5- ohms

01

"m

ohms
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y

=

i

j(O.,l33)(.,02. + .,005 + .04)

Y.J.

atuning · =
2trf

=

2tr

X

.,0086
4'].,7

X

106

= j(.0086) mhos

farads

= 29

~f

This vel ue can be obtained easily within the space and insulation limitations.
'

The actual resonant system was constructed with a zircon impedance transformer whose electrical length was one-eighth wave-length, or 45 electrical
degrees, and a characteristic impedance,

z01

of 3.6 ohms.

the transmission line has an impedance 2: 02 of 15.2 ohms.

The re.mainder of
It can be shown by

means of the transmission line formulae that the section of the transmission
line must have an electrical length in degrees given by:
tan
where

9i =

tan

e

(49)

z01 = characteristic

impedance of section nearest resonator (transforming section)

'Zoz = characteristic impedance of coupling line

= electrical
9i = electrical
9

length in degrees of transforming section
length of coupling line in degrees.

The length of coupling line required
degrees, or .29 wave-lengths.

~uld

then be about 103 electrical

The voltage transforming ability of a section

which is less than a quarter wave long is given by:
k

where

=

sin

e

+ cos

e

(50)

e = length of transfonning section in degrees

z01

and

z02

as above.,

The expected value of k from the values given above was 3.,6.

It was found in

operation that due to the fact that the transfonn.er section had to be displaced slightly from the quartz section and the effect of the coupling loop
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in the line, not as large a voltage transformation was obtai~ed as expected.
Also, considerably more change in capacity was necessar,y to shirt the fre1

quency than woulcl have been the case if quarter
wave coupling.~'$ections
had been
.
'•·:,
used .. :However$ the tuning system perfonned quite satisfactorily over the d~sired tuning range, and voltages available at the tube and the accelerating gap
were within specified 1imits..

A schematic diagram of the coupling line, oscil-

lator, and modulating equipment now in use at the Berkeley synchrotron is shown
in Figure 3 ..
Chapter· a..

Eddy Current Fields ..

The changing magnetic fieid induces a voltage in the metallic plating of
the resonator which causes eddy currents to;..flow.

These currents are pro-

portional to the rate of change of magnetic field, and cause magnetic fields
.:\...

which are greatest when the main magnetic field is low.

The eddy~ currents ~lso

cause r2R losses in the plating and add to the heat that must be dissipated as
a result of the r.f .. losses.
These out-of-phase fields can be sufficiently large to prevent the·electrons from traveling in a stable orbit at the low fieids which occur at the
time of' injection.
To reduce the eddy current fields it is necessary to apply the plating
to the walls of' the resonator in as thin a coating as is allowed from r.f.
considerations, and to minimize the voltage loops perpendicular to the magnetic field by scribing or applying the

platin~

in the fonn of strips..

strips are parallel to the direction of' flow of the r.f.

curre~ts

If the

the conditions

for resonance will not be seriously affected ..

c. s.

Nunan(8) has calcULated that 7/16 inch strips can be used if the

plating thickness is 0.003

inch.

Reference (9) discusses the calculations in
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detail and gives results of eddy current field tests on a.ctual resonators.
Chapter 9.

R0 F6 Losses in Iron.

In synchrotrons which use resonators operating with rofo fields in close
proximity to the laminated iron of the magnet.., a decrease in the Q of the resonator after installation has been notedo

This phenomenon increases after the res-

onators have been scribed to reduce eddy currentso
The cause of these additional losses is not clear.., since they would not
be expected to occur if the scribe lines are parallel to the current flow, for
the r.f. electric and magnetic fields should all be in the dielectric, except
at the gap, where they should be sufficiently shielded by the outer plating
on the resonator.
It is possible that transmission line modes could exist between the copper
strips with currents running on the outer

surfaces. ·The mu of the iron in

close proximity may slow down the propagation velocity of the r.f. so that the
copper strips would se~ 1/2 wave~length long at 47 me.

If that were the case

it would be possible that the main resonant mode -w:>uld have sufficient coupling

into the external mode to d.issi pate appreciable power.

The synchrotron group

at Cornell Universi. ty in reference (9) gives an explanation for increase

in

losses due to the proxi'mity of the iron based on variations in current density
in inner and outer strips, and also suggests methods of determining which
strips might be mainly responsible for the increased losses.
Time limitations did not permit detailed investigation of the mechanism
of the r.fe losses in the iron.

It was possible to reduce these losses to a

value about equal to the r.f. copper losses by proper placement of a coupling
strap,and details are given in a later section.
It is most important for synchrotron operation to allow a sufficient

fac~

tor of safety as far as cooling and decrease of input impedance are concerned

in the design or the oscillator and blower system in the event that ror& losses
in the i~on occur which cannot be eliminated&
Chapter lOo

Voltage Monitoring&

It is not feasible to measure the rofo voltage across the resonator gap
directly during operations since this would require the placement of some device 9 such as a peak reading voltmeter inside the vacuum chmnber with a consequent reduction of apertureo
Several methods have been suggested(S)(?) for measuring quantities proportional to the electric or magnetic field at a point on the resonator, and
thus obtaining a reading proportional to gap voltage 0

Such methods are usually

somewhat frequency sensitive, and extreme accuracy is not of too much importance from an operational standpointo

Therefore it was decided to monitor

the voltage at the resonator gap by inserting a loop at the current maximum
of the transmission lineo

The voltage induced in this loop can then be de-

tected by a crystal diode 9 and When suitably filtered» can be read on a metero
Such a s.ystem has the disadvantage that

a~

changes in the loop or the trans-

mission line connections can upset the relationship between loop voltage and
gap voltage# however, it is possible to calibrate each time the synchrotron
is disassembled by placing a peak reading voltmeter across the gape
an advantage not to have any special devices

connect~d

It is

to the resonator, since

it makes installation and removal more simple and reduces the danger of tearing
the metallic plating on the resonator in handlingo

CONSTRUCTION~

PART IIo
Chapter 1

0

TESTING

A~"D

OPERATION OF RESONATORS'

Obtaining .Qy,artz Secrtionso

As stated previously9 the only satisfactory bid on the sections of the
donut was received from the Amersill Companyo
is- very difficult due to. its
-·····

The handling of molten quartz

extremely high softening temperature (2400°)F e

In the process of making the odd shape sections of the vacuum chamber it was
ver,y difficult to obtain uniform wall

thickness~

and it is understood that

most of the sections made by the Amersill Company were so far out of
ance that they were not even shippedo

toler~

The ones that were received could be

accepted only by relaxing the design tolerances and grinding sections that
were too thick to fit

between the magnet pole pieceso

It was difficult to impress on the large number of personnel the fact

.

that quartz is extremely brittle~ and over a period of 18 months eight sec~
tions were crackedo

Additional cracking of the sections resulted from im=

proper annealing of the flanges which were attached by Amersill for vacuum
pump fittingso

Once a complete donut was installed in the synchrotron:> how=

everp only one section has been cracked 9 and that might be attributed to improper annealing of a flangeo
Special storage and handling racks were built to minimize loss from

col~

lision of two sections or damage by miscellaneous objectso

After suitable resonator section.s had been selected from factory

ship~

ments 9 the ends were ground to tolerance by mounting in a fixture and using
tungsten carbide grinding wheelso

All sharP edges remaitiing after grinding

were rounded off by a hand-held grinding wheelil a rubber bonded silicon wheel
mounted in a small 1tMoto=Too11! grinder is satisfactory for this purposeo

The sections come with loose sand and porous quartz on the outside.

It

is necessary to remove this material with a hand-held disc sandero
Some reduction in

r~fe

losses can probably be obtained by grinding the

walls to uniform thickness by means of a tungsten carbide grinding wheel.
This is a tedious and expensive process and not recommended.
The inside of the quartz section has a hard glaze resuiting from the
firing process and it was necessary to etch through this glaze by hydrofluoric acid to provide a better surface for electroplating.,

The sections

were sealed by means of rubber gaskets forced against the two ends by copper
backing platesc

The acid is poured in through a hole left in the plates and
Precautions were taken to prevent

allowed to remain for 48 hoursa

nel from coming into contact with this very dangerous acid.

person~

It should also

be noted that etching was resorted to after attempts to roughen the glaze by
means of grinding compounds were unsuccessfulo
After the acid was poured
water~

out~

and cleaned with acetone.

the sections were thoroughly flushed with

The resonator sections were then fired in

an electric furnace to 1200 degrees F" in order that any remaining materials
might be oxidized.

After the firing the sections were wrapped in a plastic

sheet so that they could be handled without picking up dirt or fingerprints.
Chapter 3-..

Silver

Flatin~.

It was not possible to say in advance whether any specific process for
plating--metal on quartz would be superior 9 so it was decided to investigate
both silver plating and copper plating processes.
The first step in electroplating on a non-conducting base material is
the application of

sol!_l~_!fiaterial

to act as a conductor.

sometimes use Aquadag for this purpose;
ductor at

rnfc~

however~

does not possess much mechanical

Commercial firms

Aquadag is not a good constrength~

and might give

trouble in handling and when subjected to vibration and temperature changes.
Attention was drawn to the methods used by commercial firms for gilding
plates and glassware.,

Such gilt must be attached firmly i? order to with-

stand abrasion which occurs when plates are jostled together in a dishpan.
The materials used for gilding are known as Liquid Bright Solutions and are
available in many grades and mixtures of platinumll gold, and palladium ..
It was found that best results were obtained with Hannovia Liquid Bright
Goldn

In a cyanide plating bath, other coatings

dissolved~

apparently as a

result of chemical action ..
The exact composition of the liquid bright gold solution is probably
a trade secret$·

however, reference states that it is essentially an organic

gold compound of resinous character dissolved in volatile oils and other
solvents~

to which has been added metal organic compounds which act as fluxes.

The fluxes, when heated, convert to the respecUve metal oxides, and by partly
fusing into the surface of the quartz, cause the gold to adhere firmly to its
The final film after firing averages around 4 x lo-6 inches in thick-

baseo

ness and consists in the main of metallic goldl), alloyed with smB.ll amounts of
rhodium, fluxes and other modifying agents.,
The resonator section was painted with liquid bright gold allowed to
dry for 24 hours, and then fired in a well ventilated electric furnaceo

The

temperature was brought up to about 800° F .over a period of about 3 houn.,

This

gradual rise in temperature allows the organic material to be burned out without
bubbling.,

Then the temperature was raised to 1250° F for about 15 minutes to

bind the gold to the surface of the quartz.,
The coating was checked. after the section had cooled» and was found to ·
have an end to end resistance of about two ohms 9 and to have. good conductivity except for a few small areas Where the surface had been left somewhat
.c

rough;,

Another coat of liquid bright gold was painted on a.nd the firing

procedure was repeatedo

After the second coating was applied no high

resistance patches could be observeda
Early attempts to divide the metal skin of the resonator into strips
after the plating met with much

difficulty~

The scribe lines must be about

1/16 inch wide and held to a reasonable toleranceo
can be

used~

m~k.~

tions

Cutting or grinding whee].s

however 9 the irregularities in the surface of the quartz sec-

cutting lines in the plating a delicate and lengthy processe

Several different methods of applying vostop-offBI lines on the quartz
surface were tried before it was

f~und

that red glyptal was easiest to apply

and most effective in preventing the silver from plating across the scribe
lineso
The glyptal was applied by means of a narrow wheel revolving in a slit
cut in the bottom of a small reservoire

The reservoir was mounted on an

adjustable bar attached to radius arms and could be passed completely through
the quartz sectione
For the plating procedure, pieces were cut from silver in such a shape
that all surfaces were approximately one and
anodes.

A high currentp 20 amperes

tv flashn

one~half

inches from the plating

plating was used for the first

few minutes~ followed by aJreverse=current cycle consisting of 10 seconds
plating and 2 seconds de-plating with a current of 10 amperes which was repeated for about 4 hourso

Since it was not possible to measure accurately

the thickness of the silver
thickness was obtainedo

plate~

it was necessary to guess when the required

A post=mortem exarrdnation of one of the plated sec-

tions made by peeling the skin off showed that the plating thickness from
about 1 1/2 to 10 mils; however, over most of the resonator the plating was
between 2 and 4 mils in thickness.,
After the plating process gold was cleaned out of the scribe lines with
a carborundum disc.,

Due to the hardness of the

quartz~

the tight adherance

of the

gold~

and the difficulty of working on the internal surfaces, it was

not possible to mechanically remove all the gold from the scribe lines.

An

early experimental resonator which had all its separate metal strips coupled
by a plated strap indicated in an eddy current test that many conducting
paths existed between the strips in spite of careful grinding out of the
scribe lineso

This resonator was repaired by grinding out the scribe lines

where the coupling strap existed and applying voltage between adjacent metal
stripso

The process, which was then made routine on all future resonators,

consisted of applying voltage from a 5 volt 100 ampere filament transformer
between adjacent metal strips, bringing the voltage up gradually to prevent
excessive sparkingo

To insure that the adjacent strips could withstand ap·'

preciable voltage without sparking, 110 volts was then applied between strips
with the current being limited by a 60 watt light bulb in series with the
line.

The author has been informed indirectly that other workers checked

electrical leakage across scribe lines by a method involving potential plotting; however, any method which does not actually apply voltage across the
scribe lines will not test voltage

insulation~

and the resonator may spark

in operation due to differences in the rofo voltages at various points.
After the proper position for the coupling strap was determined by the
method discussed in a later
drying sllver

paint~

section~

the scribe lines were bridged by

air~

DuPont #4817 9 and the resonator heavily coated with

red glyptal except for a small area around the silver paint.

The silver

plating method described above is then. used to deposit about.3'1nils of silver
over the air=drying silver painto

The glyptal is then washed off with xylene

and the resonator is then ready for preparation of vacuum sealso
C!~pte~

40

Copper

Plating~

The preparation for copper plating of a resonator is the same as that

for ·silver pla.ting except the most, satisfactory base coating was found to be
Hannovia 0 s Liquid Bright Platinumo
elightly lower
faetoryo

temperature~

The liquid bright platinum .is fired at a

a maximum of about ll500 F

being the most satis-

The platinum is not as good a conductor as the gold

coat~

and it is

necessary to use as many as four or five coats before an evenp low resistance,
base coating is obtainedo

The copper plating is done in a copper sulfate

bath.9 starting with a 15 ampere ' 0 fiasho' plate for a few minutes followed by
a reverse plating procedure consisting of 10 seconds plating and 2 seconds
de-plating at a current of about 5 amperesp taking usual prec&utions with
placing of

electrodes~

Chapter ·5o

as mentioned in the silver plating procedureo

Q Measuranen~

As stated in an earlier section it is important from a standpoint of
losses to obtain as high a Q as possible in the re·sonator·so
Some initial experimental work was done with a sample section supplied
by the Amersill Company before the shipment of the regular
madeo

~ections

This sample section was made to the specifications of another

versity.,

could be
t:tr.d=

The section was copper plated without scribe lines using the pro-

cedure discussed in the previous section"
tion to the gap was 20 incheso

The effective length of the sec=

Assuming that the dielectric constant of

quartz is 4o0 9 the resonant frequency sho1tid beg
~

~

.~.res ""'

300

4 x 20 x Oo025 x v;:-

""
=

74 megacycles

The section was resonated by loosely coupling it to a variable frequency
oscillator and resonance was detected by means of an E probe which was
coupled to a crystal detector and a galvanometer..
by a cr7stal calibrated frequency metero

4o

Frequency was measured

This equipment is shown in Figure

The resonant frequenc:y was found to be 80 megacyclesll indicating that

Fig. 4
Equipment used for measuring Q
A

Pickup loop and 1N21 crystal rectifier

B

D.c. galvanometer$ shielded

c

35 GT shielded oscillator

D Power supply for oscillator
E Frequency meter with crytal calibration
F

Oscilloscope for frequency meter output

-4 4-

the dielectric constant wasg

~

e

!, x

f74~· ~· 3.. 4

(52)

\Sol

,~all

The average

thickness of the resonator was about 5/16 incho

mean radius was about 2.,3 inches.
QCU :

o384\ff +(1

~ ~):

The

Using equation (32), the copper Q isg

:::: e384 ~ 80

106

X

5/16 :: 1080

X.

(53)

= .,003
Since

~

is small co1Jlpared to l;1 it can be neglected.,

The a5e1ectric

losses can not be readily measured separately, but if the value of t.he
loss tangent is taken to be 0.,0004l1
Qdielectric

::

1

-

0 .. 0004

Then using (53) the theoretical
Q~.

theoretical

-...

Q

2500

(54)

for this resonator is:

1

f_l_

2500
2500

X

1080

+ 1080

~

750

(55)

%ie
The Q was measured by plotting a curve of frequency.vs. current galvanometer
The Q as determined from the half

using the equipment mentioned previously.

power points on the resonance curve was 474.

If it was assumed that the ad=

ditional losses which caused the reduction in Q are copper losses 9 one can
calculate the experimenta.:.. Qcopper.ll
Qcopper

=_1_._
____,l.._--=~
1
A

"lldie

Q+o:.al
v ::

2500

X 474

2500

~

"" 590

(56).

474

One might presume from this that the surface resistivity of the copper plat=
ing on the quartz is 1.,8 times the value for metallic copper at the same
frequencyo
the quartz

It is possible that minute irregularities in the surface of
were thE main cause of the additional losses.,

The qUartz section chosen for the synchrotron resonator was originally
plated without scribe lines.,

The dimensions

and electrical quanti ties

were as follows g;
Effective length to. gap

30 inches

Measured resonant frequency

47.,75 megacycles

Calculated dielectric constant
Wall thickness

7/16 inches

Calculated Q
·
copper

1040

A~sumed %ielectric

2500

Theoretical total Q

735

Measured total Q

4?0

Actual ·Qcopper based on Qd....4 e : 2500

580

Ratio surface resistivity to that·
expected from metallic copper at
the same frequency

1 .. 97

It was noticed that the calculated dielectric constant is quite different
from that of the small test section; however, since the actual section
resonated so close to the desired frequency this matter was not investigated
further.,

The difference in dielectric constant might have resulted from a

difference in the batches from which the sections were made;

however~

it is

more likely that irregularities in the walls or distortion from the ideal
coaxial transmission line mode due to the toroidal shape are the main cause
of apparent variations in dielectric constant ..
Two other sections have been plated for use as synchrotron resonators
or

spares~

and were found to be resonant at a frequency indicating an ef=

fective dielectric constant of 3.. 9 and 4.,3.,

It is therefore necessary to

allow sufficient leeway in design of tuning adjustmeats to allow the fre=
quency of the complete system to be adjusted to the proper value ..

Since both copper plated resonators were almost a factor of two higher
in surface resistivity than the theory would indicate$ it was decided to see
if silver plating would improve the situationo

Accordingly9 the 20 inch

sample quartz was silver plated without scribe lines using the procedure
mentioned previouslyo

A Q of 615 was measured after the platings which '

indicated a surface resistivity of lo.3 times the theoretical if the same
assumptions are made for the dielectric Q a.s in the previous caseso
It was not deemed necessary to attempt to reduce these losses furthers
since adequate cooling was available;

howe·ver~

for critical applications

such as a synchrotron operating at higher accelerating voltages or at a higher
duty cycle it might be necessary to smooth carefully the surface of the quartz$
or perhaps apply a glaze to the rough outer surface before silver platingo
After the above mentioned tests all resonators constru.cted were plated
with scribe lines.9 and the additional losses which result from the scribing
make it impossible to determine experimentally the value for the surface

re~

sistivity ..
The first scribed quartz resonator was tested with all the metallic
strips connected at the accelerating gap by means of air drying silver paint.,
TPis test showed that scribing reduced the resonator Q by a factor of more
than 3o

When the proper kind of laminated iron was brought up close to the

section in a position simulating operating conditions the Q was less than one
tenth the value for the unscribed resonator 9 measurements showed this Q to be
about 40"

This large increase in losses was considered

intensive program was begun to find the cause of the low

excessive;~

so an

Qo

It was found that slanting the gap 9 so the strips were of equal length
did not affect any improvement in the situationo

Various methods of con=

densor coupling the straps to provide q:lrose 4"f" coupling were n.ot effeetive.,.

A twice size air=dielectric copper model of the
to investigate the current flow in the metallic skino
Figures 5 and 6o

resonat~r

was constructed

This model is shown in

Tests with the copper model showed that within the limits

of the measurements the currents flowed in circumferential lines parallel to
the metallic stripss in .other words 9 the mode of oscillation is the same' as
that of coaxial cylinders and no odd effect

res1.1lts from the slightly f).at=

tened and toroidal shapeo
It was found that the Q is very sensitive to the position of the coupling·
strapo

It was possible to make fairly rapid checks of Q versus position and

angle of the coupling strap by painting air=drying silver paint
across the scribe lineso

(DuPont~)

The full conductivity of the paint is not achieved

until -it has dried for six to eight hours» although this process can be hur=
ried somewhat by infra=red lampso

Using this technique 9 Q measurements were

made with the coupling strap in many different positions on the resonatoro
The best Q was obtained with a one inch wide coupling strap around tX:.e out..,
side and inside surface of the resonator at an average distance of l4t inches
from the accelerating gape

Measurements indicated the value of Q to be 350

in air 9 and 225 in position between the iron pole pieceso

This resonator

was then installed. in the synchrotron and was used to accelerate electrons to

330 Mevo
The first resonator was scribed

1lil verticallyn~~

the inside and outside were lined up verticallyo

that is 9 the strips on
CoSo Nu.nan(S) conducted

tests on a to radiallyo~ scribed copper plated resonator and obtained a Q of

544 in air and 445 between the iron poJ.e piec:eso

Figure 7 is a diagram

indicating the difference between the two different types of scribingo
copper plated resonator is shown in Figure 8.

The

The

bumps at the gap end

of the resonator were molded into the quartz section for use a:s alternative

Fig. 5
Twice size air dielectric sheet

~opper

replica of quartz resonator, outside
conductor openede
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Fig. 6

Twice size air dielectric sheet copper
replica of quartz resonator for determination of current flow lines in surface •.
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feedpoints~

and were not usede

They have negligible effect on the electric.al

characteristics and were omitted in later resonatorso
It was believed that the radial scribing was the reason for the higher

Q of the copper plated resonator, so on the basis of the above results, the
synchrotron rofo group drew up instructions for resonator construction and
another spare resonator was constructed by technicians which on testing had
a Q of 380 in airo

While this last resonator probably could be built with a

slightly higher Q, operating experience has shown that it is well within the
limits for satisfactory performanceo

_The drawing and instructions used by

the technicians are attached at the end of this papero
After the Q measurements had been
coP~ucted

completed~

at high gap voltages to test the

condenser and oscillatoro

These tests and

a series of tests were

resonator~

coupling

line~

tuning

the results are discussed fully

in :r.eference Bo
Chapter 6 0

Vacuum ·sealso

It was necessary to couple the inner conductor of a transmission line
to the inner surface of the quartz resonatoro
done:, the quartz sections were ordered with a
poirito
feed.

In order that this could be
IU

feed bump 0' at the 1/2 voltage

A hole~ 3/4 inch in diameter was drilled through the center of the

bump~

and the electroplating was done in such a manner that the metallic

coating from the inner

surf'ace was brought out through the hole and for a

short distance across the face of the feed bumpo
A quartz plug was then plated and inserted in the holec
ture of the quartz

The tempera=

surface was then gradually raised. almost to the melting

point of solder by means of an infra=red
placed around the joint using an iron and

lamp~

to

and a fillet of solder was

No Korrode 0' fluxo-

The

feed~bump

and the quartz plug were both grooved to receive the silver plated fingers

of the coupling transmission lineo
and the

met~lized

Figure

9 is a schematic of the

feed~bump

quartz plugo

When the first quartz plug was soldered in place and the resonator l'eak
test~d

under

small leaks were discovered at the feed bumpo

vacuum~

It was

believed that these leaks could result from various causesp such as porosity
of the quartz

plug~

porosity of the copper plating, holes in the

leakage under the metallic platingo

solder~

or

A check of the quartz rod from which

the plugs were cut indicated that there was a flaw down the center, so a new
set of plugs were obtainedo

In soldering vacuum joints it is advisable to

apply sufficient heat so that the solder will flow quite easiln however, if
too much heat was applied in soldering the plug in, the plating might loosen
due to differential expansiono

Therefore 9 it was decided to repair the first

solder joint under vacuum and with a helium mass spectrometer type leak detector on the line to insure that the solder was not applied in such a manner
that it contained blow=holeso
10~

A careful

applicat~on

A diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure

of solder in all places around the plug seemed to

reduce the size of the leak9 although it was not possible to eliminate it
completelyo

•·

Finally~

the insulating gap was painted over with red glyptal

which effectively sealed the leako

An identical experience with the next

resonator prepared seemed to indicate that air was leaking in underneath the
plating~

so again the insulating gap was painted with glyptalo

Fortunately~

the glyptal gave no trouble in 18 months of operation 9 so it.was not

con~

sidered necessary to redesign the feed bump so that there would be less
chance of leakage under the platingo
The seals used at both ends of the resonator section are the same as
used for the other seven sections in the vacuum chambero
ing was suggested by Marvin Do Martin of the Radiation

The method of seal-

Laboratory~

and details

were worked out by the rofo group since it was necessary to test the resonator
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well before the rest of the vacuum chamber was ready for assemblyo

The

resonator and other sections were sealed together by covering the eight
joints with 4 inch wide, 1/16 inch thick butyl rubber bands or bootsn
surface under the boots was prepared by baking on six coats of red
smoothing the surface down after each coato

The

glyptal~

Heavy lubriseal was used under

the boots to insure a good seal between the rubber and the hard glyptal surfaceo

To prevent chipping of the sections and to insulate adjacent sections

from each other~ the ends were separated by a 1/16 inch thick teflon. gaskete
This system has the disadvantage that the rubber is subjected only to
slightly greater than atmospheric
practice~

loading~

contrary to usual rubber gasket

also when this method of sealing is used, the joints are not rigid

until the vacuum chamber is

evacuated~

to prevent excessive movemento

and it must be constrained by bumpers

The advantages of this method of sealing are

that it takes up less than 1/8 inch of

space between the poles of the magnet:~

the rubber boots allow for irregularities which may exist between different
sections 9 and a quartz

~action

can be removed when the magnet is disas=

sembled by simply folding back the boots.,
Figure ·n is a photograph of the complete vacuum chamber showing the
eight vacuum sealso
Chapter '7..

Operating Data,

The Berkeley synchrotron has been operating for about

1~

monthse

During

this time there has been no vacuum leak where the quartz plug was soldered
into the resonator or under the rubber boots which seal the jointse

When

the ring was first assembled it was found that some of the boots had manu=
facturing defects, but once this source of trouble was eliminated no more
difficulties were experiencedo

It is expected that the rubber will gradually

deteriorate due to ionization from the x=rays given off by the

synchrotron:~

Fig. 11

The quartz vacuum chamber.

The ends of the 45° segments

are painted with glyptal to form a smooth surface and
are sealed by rubber boots.

..;-·
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but at the present
time this effect has not been noticed.,
- --'

~

~

The
first resonator installed was silver plated and performed satis=
--.. - ...
,

-

factorily for 2 weeksa

There was a slight amount of sparking between scribe

lines but the effect on the rof& envelope was negligibleo

When the synchro-

tron was disassembled for a major overhaul 9 several strips of the silver
plating were torn off the resonator as a result of carelessly removing some
scotch elec:trical tape which had been wrapped around the resonator to prevent
damage by the constraining bumpers.,
The radially scribed copper plated resonator was then installed and
operated satisfactorily for· 9 monthse
sembled~

When the synchrotron was again disas=

it was discovered that more than half the copper plating on the feed

bump had burned off due to spa.rkingo
poor contact to the coupling lineo

It was believed that this was caused by
The resonator was repaired by cleaning

carefully with steel wool and solvents and painting the bare areas with
DuPont air drying silver #48l?o

The silver painted area was then inTiuersed

in a copper sulfate pla-cing bath and about J mils of copper was plated onto
the damaged areas.,

The spring finger contacts on the coupling lines

loaded with a rubber gasket to provide

wer~:;;

a better connection to the feed bwnpo

This resonator was inadvertently installed in the ring without being cleanedl>
and although it had operated satisfactorily in air it would not hold more
than _1000 volts at the gap without sparking when the donut was evacua tedo
A five hour period under vacuum seemed to clean out the impurities and the
resonator was then able to hold a voltage of 2?00 at the gap before sparking
occurredo

Synchrotron operation was resumed

Au~ust

4P 1949 9

~~d

the reso=

nator and osc:illator have performed satisfactorily to the present date!> a
period of over 10 monthso

R., F. SEGMENT PREPARATION PROCEDURE
1"

Grind off all sand and projections on inside surface. Cover ends using thick
rubber gaskets backed up by copper plates. Fill inside vnth hydrofluoric
acid, taking care that no air is trapped. Allow hydrofluoric acid to remain
in segment for 8 hours.,

2.,

Grind ends and outside per 4C8593B., Grind boss per 4C5782C. In addition,
wall thickness must be uniform within 1/16 inch& If necessary, grind outside to obtain this uniformity.

3.,

Wash in alcohol and fire at 1300° F&
and 12 hours to cool from it.,

4.,

V'ib.en quartz has cooled to room .temperature, paint all except driving gap
and areas of boss indicated with thin, unifonn coat of Hanovia 05 Liquid
Bright Platinum. Allow to air dry for 1 hour. Fire for-15 minutes at
1300° F in an oven with forced air circulation. Take 4 hours to reach
1300° F and 12 hours to cool.

Take 4 hours to reach this temperature

Apply 2nd coat as above.,
U,sing a meter and probes 1 make a comprehensive continuity check of the platinu..'l!t coating. Coat any open spots wi. th platinum solution and fire.,
7.

Using striping machine 4C5644, roll on 1(16 in. wide stripesof red glyptal
per detail at left.,
Copper plate in copper sulphate solution. Flash at 15 amps plating current., Use a portable probe to cover areas not adequately flashed with
fixed electrodes., After flashing, decrease current to 5 amperes and plate
until copper coating is .002 :!: .,0005thick. Coating must be unifonn - use
care to prevent heavy deposit on ends.
Wash off glyptal in methyl ethyl ketone. Using a motor driven 1/32 thick
by 3/4 dia. "Handee~ carborundum disk, clean up all division lines. Use
flexibile shaft and 900 head when cleaning inside lines. Remove as little
of the silica body as possible. After grinding, burn out any residual
plating between straps. Use a 5 volt 200 amp filament transformer with
Variac on 110 volt input side. Next use a 110 volt Variac in series with
a 25 watt light bulb. Continue until resistance between copper straps is
greater than 100 0 000 ohms.,
Using red glyptal 9 coat all except the 3/i6 x 1 connecting straps which
appear approximately at the center of the segment. Leave l/16 in. of
copper showing on each side of the unplated groove. Bridge over the unplated portion with 4817 DuPont air drying silver, allowing silver to
overlap copper 1/32 on each side. 1/32 of copper to be left exposed between silver and glyptal" (Use 3 coats of glyptal.,)

!.1 0

Copper plate .,002 thick over connecting straps only.

12.,

Remove glyptal with methyl ethyl ketone.
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